What do we know about the Air face shape?
Air is the element associated with Type 1 and Spring in four type systems.
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Caygill (1980): “The face is generally rounded–rounded cheeks, eyes,
nose, chin—or it may be heart shaped with pointed chin...dimples.”
Kentner: Spring is triangular, oblong
Kitchener: Animated/Bright is circle
Sinclaire Tone I: circle, gentle triangle facing up, star
Segerstrom (1980) Type 1: "Type Ones look smooth and rounded.
Appearing younger than their years, T-1s' faces, cheeks, eyes and figures
are predominately curved.
Wright (1999) Type 1: “round or elfin face, often curly hair, round eyes,
usually blue, can also have some green or grey”
Tuttle (2010) Type 1: “Face shape: circular or heart shaped.”
NOTE THE VARIETY OF FACE SHAPES ACC. TO SYSTEM

Four Type Systems say the
shape for the Type 1 face is
round or heart, triangular, elfin
Round: A person with a round face is
considered to have a more emotional
personality.
http://www.askmen.com/money/
how_to_150/159_how_to.html

Keep in mind that the element of Air
is not used in Chinese Eastern face

The Greek Humor: Sanguine
“Sanguine (Air): balanced, aesthetic, pleasing, oval
or egg shaped face, tapering delicate chin mouth and
lips, eyes tend to be brown, almond shaped, hair is
usually brown or chestnut, Venusian facial type
(associated with Libra). Jovial (Jupiter) subtype can
be acorn shaped face, with large forehead and upper
face, but small tapering cheeks, chin, mouth and
lower face, short and compressed nose, but can also
be angular and prominent, like a bird's beak, eyebrows are full and hair is curly or wavy. "The
Sanguine iris type is called hematogenic by
iridologists. The iris color is usually brown or
hazel, and its fibers tightly or densely woven; as the
Sanguine is considered to be the most balanced and
equable of temperaments in Greek Medicine, so the
densely woven hematogenic type is considered to be
the most desirable by iridologists."
Greek Medicine Facial Diagnosis
Hematogenic eye
Wright and Steiner say
Spring eyes are blue.

http://www.greekmedicine.net/diagnosis/
Facial_Diagnosis.html
The eye will have a small starburst pattern around pupil.

The Sanguine Type is a balance of yang and yin in face and features

ASTRO-TYPE Face Reading

The Greeks suggested the
Sanguine face to be oval

VenusianSanguineshaveovalfaces

JovialSanguineshaveacorn
shapedfaces(orheart)
Astrology: A triangle face is ruled by
Mercury, relates to air and often has a
pointy chin and an ectomorph.
Http://astrology.com.au
Riter says Triangle is the
face shape for Spring
EXPRESSING YOUR TRUTH

